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Sweet Dreams: The Showley Brothers  
Candy Factory, 1905-2007

Roger Showley

Beyond the right field at Petco Park stands a three-story brick building, newly 
restored with its original name posted at the parapet once again: “Showley Bros. 
Candy Factory.” Planned for restaurant or other retail uses on the ground floor 
with commercial offices above, the 1924 structure also stands as a reminder 

of San Diego’s once thriving 
downtown warehouse district 
and the city’s hopes of becoming 
an industrial center in the early 
twentieth century. In addition, 
the building symbolizes the 
hopes of newcomers wanting to 
build a better life in a growing 
community; how they faced an 
increasingly competitive world; 
and how a building constructed 
for one purpose could be adapted 
to modern uses in a new century. 

The Showley wholesale 
confectionery, which operated 

from 1905 to 1951, was one of many locally-
based manufacturing enterprises that populated 
America’s small towns and cities a century ago. 
In 1900 the San Diego City Directory listed a wide 
variety of businesses in a city then numbering 
about 17,700 in population. They ranged from 
eleven blacksmiths and fifteen Chinese laundries 
to two elocution teachers and ten hay and grain 
dealers. There were two other candy wholesalers in 
town: J. H. Cross at 848 Fourth Avenue and Edgar J. 
Hedrick at 933 Fourth Avenue.1 

Showley Brothers Candy Factory building, restored and 
relocated to new location next to Petco Park, 2007. 

Showley company sticker, ca. 1920.
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The records of many such businesses, if they exist at all, are buried in family 
scrapbooks, government records, and historical archives. But a treasure trove of 
family and company documents, combined with photographs, makes it possible to 
reconstruct the highlights of the Showley candy business, particularly details such 
as work hours and wage rates, profit and loss statements and, in this case, recipes 
and ingredients for making candy.2 In an age of globalization, standardization and 
franchising, it is a rare treat to get a close look at a business that closed more than 
fifty years ago.

The family traces its roots to Germany or Switzerland in the eighteenth century 
with some relatives living in England.3 Jacob Showley (1742-1810)  moved to Ohio 
with his wife Susanna and 
son, also named Jacob (1793-
1864). The younger Jacob 
and his wife Ursala Soliday 
Showley had three children, 
one of whom was Samuel 
(1821-1884) who moved from 
Switzerland to Ohio and then 
became a farmer in Rochester, 
Indiana.4 With his wife Anna 
Maria Burkhart Showley, he 
had eleven children, including 
Daniel (1846-1913), a minister 
who with his wife Catherine 
had 10 children (four sons and two daughters who survived to adulthood). Two of 
the sons–Jessie Ray (1880-1948) and Bartimas Guy (1884-1944)–founded the candy 
company. 

It is unknown what prompted the move to San Diego except that their older 
brother, Samuel John Murvin Showley (1877-1941), a carpenter, had moved to the 

Showley family, Rochester, Indiana, 1902, back row, from left: sons, Sam, Ray, Guy, Earl; front row, from left, 
daughter, Minnie, parents Daniel and Catherine, daughter, Norma. All but Minnie moved to San Diego.

Postcard sent from San Francisco on the way to San Diego by B. 
Guy Showley to his fiancée Ruth Marchand in Indiana.
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city in 1901 and may have sung the city’s praises. In the spring of 1905, Ray, 24, and 
Guy, 21, apparently drove from Fulton County, Indiana, to San Diego. In June 1905,  
they moved in with Sam, 27, at 1812 Columbia Street in Little Italy, before moving 
to nearby 1262 Union Street. On the way west Guy sent postcards to his seventeen-
year-old fiancée, Ruth Marchand, in Larwill, Indiana. 
One depicts a crudely drawn man driving an open-
air car and the penciled-in message, “Will soon be 
in Frisco. All O.K. and having a pleasant journey.”5 
The fourth son, Earl, and a sister, Norma, also soon 
moved to San Diego, as did their father and mother 
(their sister Minnie stayed in Indiana). The Reverend 
Daniel Showley founded the United Brethren Church 

at Third Avenue and 
Robinson Street in 
Hillcrest in 1908.6

Guy Showley 
had attended public 
schools in Rochester, 
Indiana, and Rochester 
University, but had no experience in manufacturing 
anything, let alone chocolates. As he later recalled, 
“I came to San Diego in 1905 and learning that there 
was not a factory here, I picked up a good candy 
maker [George Stover] and went into manufacturing 
a general line of candy. I knew nothing about the 
candy business, so I started in a small way with 
only eight employees.”7 George W. Stover (1864-
1943), who had been making candy since the age of 

fourteen, had also just arrived in San Diego from Michigan.8 He was working for 
another candy firm owned by Enfred L. Kruse.9

Top, second from left, Ray Showley, B. Guy Showley, Ruth Showley in car, p.91.

Ray Showley, age 21, 1901.

B. Guy Showley, age 17, 1901.
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Guy and Ray Showley, the new 
company’s two young owners, Stover 
and two other employees, a candy dipper 
and candy wrapper, moved into space on 
the second floor of the Montezuma Hotel 
(later known as the Tower Hotel) at the 
northwest corner of Second Avenue and 
F Street.10 A company ledger indicates 
that Guy and Ray invested $1,535 in the 
enterprise and in the first six months 
showed a profit of $870.17. Guy oversaw 
the operations while Ray handled sales. 
Sam, Earl and Norma Showley, also were 
employed from time to time at the factory.11 

Guy Showley was a sportsman and 
family man who played a minor role in 
local affairs. Photos depict him fishing, 
golfing and hunting, and his name is found 
in the list of dignitaries who attended 
the driving of the golden spike in the San 
Diego & Arizona Railway in 1919. He was 
a member of the San Diego Chamber of 
Commerce, San Diego Elks Lodge, San 
Diego Rotary Club and the San Diego Country Club, of which he was a charter 
member. He and his wife Ruth, married in 1905, had no children until Guy 
Raymond Showley was born September 21, 1920. At the time they lived at 1859 Fort 
Stockton Drive in San Diego’s Mission Hills area.12

A notebook listing Showley Bros. employees’ weekly wages, July 7, 1906, to 
September 5, 1908, offers insight into the early years of the candy enterprise. 
The first page, covering a two-week period, lists three men and five women as 
employees who generally worked nine hours a day, Monday through Saturday. 

George Stover, the candy 
maker, earned the most, 
$20 and Sadie Shyrock, the 
least, $3, for a total payroll 
for the week ending July 
14, 1906, of $54.55. The last 
page of the ledger lists 15 
employees, six men and 
nine women, earning a 
total of $108.85. Stover, 
working seven hours a 
day Monday through 
Saturday, earned $17.85. 
Fran Hamilton, working 
nine hours a day six days 
that week earned $4.

In 1908 the company 

Ruth, age 17, and B. Guy Showley, age 21, on their 
wedding day, September 25, 1905.

Showley candy stand at Tent City, Coronado, ca. 1915. Courtesy of the 
Coronado Historical Association.
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moved to the former Germania Hall at 625 Eighth Avenue. The 1910 New Year’s 
Day edition of The San Diego Union featured a photo of the factory and employees 
posing beside a horse-drawn delivery wagon in front with a short article calling 
the company one of the largest of its kind on the West Coast:

Their trade has developed steadily in the last five years until 
now they not only supply San Diego County and other sections of 
Southern California, but do a large exporting business. The brothers 
are young men, honorable, 
energetic and enterprising, and 
deserve all the success they 
have achieved. Their factory…
is modern in every respect, 
being equipped with the latest 
machinery for the manufacture 
of confectionery. They employ a 
great deal of help and contribute 
substantially to the industrial 
prosperity of San Diego.13 

Another record book, recording 
profits and losses through 1944, offers 
other interesting details. The first page 
lists income taxes paid by Ray and Guy 
Showley from $3 for both in 1913 to 
$811.60 in 1922. Excise taxes from 1919 
through 1922 ranged from a high of 
$12,683.74 in 1920 to a low of $4,148.99 
in 1922. Annual profits were recorded 

Showley brothers, from left, Sam, Ray, Guy, Earl. Ray and Guy founded the candy company. Sam and Earl 
worked for it from time to time, ca. 1920.

Germania Hall, 625 Eighth Avenue,  location of 
Showley candy business, 1908-1924.
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from 1906 through 1921 (rising 
from $514.31 to $940.20) and losses 
for most of the rest of the time 
period as high as $18,691.75 in 
1940. The World War II war years 
brought a dramatic turnaround 
in the company’s fortunes, going 
from an annual loss of $6,120.59 
as of January 1, 1941, to a gain of 
$16,421.13 on January 1, 1944. The 
book also records the assets and 
liabilities through the years. On 
January 1, 1906, the first entry, the 
assets totaled $3,613.78, made of 
standing stock, receivables and 
cash, and liabilities of $1,208.61. 

By 1944, the assets totaled $81,287.43; the liabilities, $29,231.25; and net inventory, 
$52,058.18. About a quarter of the assets were listed as real estate, $11,000, and the 
candy factory building, $17,034.31, plus machinery and equipment, $5,030,39, and 
automobiles and trucks, $478.54.

But dry statistics do not depict the 
sweet business the Showleys were 
running. As wholesalers, the brothers 
produced a wide range of products at 
the rate of 10,000 pounds of candy in 
eight hours.14 The signature product 
was known as the “Cluster Ruff,” a 
five-cent candy bar of chocolate and 
nuts with a center made of sugar, corn 
syrup, maple flavoring and nulomoline, 
a super-sweetener, and a nougat called 
mazetta. Company marketing materials regularly highlighted the Cluster Ruff 
and old-timers still remember the candy bar, wrapped in rich silver foil, as their 
favorite sweet. As Arthur Ribbel wrote in The San Diego Union in 1984, “Even the 
memory of that wonderful bar sends ancient taste buds in San Diego burghers into 

reminiscent drools… As far as memory 
can delineate, the Cluster Ruff was a 
delightful mound of milk chocolate nuts 
encasing a nest of maple nut crème.” It 
competed for local chocoholics’ stray 
nickels with Bishop & Co.’s “Cherry 
Flip,” “a chocolate and nut blanket, 
wrapped around a center of maraschino 
cherry and cherry cream,” encased in 
red paper.15  

Several recipe books in the company 
archives, however, include dozens of 
other products made by Showley’s. 

B. Guy Showley in candy wagon, ca. 1908.

Ladies making Cluster Ruffs, a popular five-cent candy bar.

Packaging display of Cluster Ruffs and St. Francis 
Milk Chocolates, “deliciously different.”
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They carried colorful, mouth-watering 
names, such as “Climax Chocolate 
Creams,” “Mill-Kee Solids’ Chocolate 
and Vanilla Fudge,” “Quaker Chip” 
and “Vineyard Kisses.” There were 
many standard candies and seasonal 
favorites, including after-dinner mints, 
jelly beans, marshmallow figures and 
pralines.16 Fancy chocolates, all hand 
dipped and boxed, were marketed as 
St. Francis Milk Chocolates. The full 
range of products was on display at the 

Panama-California Exposition in Balboa Park in 1915-16, as two extant photographs 
indicate, and at the Showley-sponsored “Candy Day” at the California Pacific 
International Exposition in  October 1935, 36,000 candy bars and 4,000 “penny 
items” were given away to fairgoers. 
Paramount Pictures’ three-year-old 
“Baby Le Roy” child star Ronald LeRoy 
Overacker served as the day’s “Candy 
Kid.”17 

Those who worked at Showley’s also 
had fond memories of their time with 
the Willy Wonka of San Diego. Dorothy 
Kruger recalled the time when her 
father Harry Fuqua was a top salesman 
at the plant in the 1920s. “On Saturdays, 
he would bring home his sample case, 
which opened out (accordion-wise) into 
a series of steps, on which I was given 
my choice of one of the candy bars there,” she wrote in a 1998 letter. “However, at 
the time I really didn’t like candy much.” She continued:

One of the great treats for me was to visit the factory with my 
dad, where I met such 
friendly people. The most 
interesting place was 
to see the women, on a 
very cold floor, dipping 
chocolates. To her left, 
each one had a tray on 
which lay the centers. On 
the tray to her right, she 
placed each chocolate and 
immediately, she would 
write the identifying initial 
on the top [indicating the 
flavor]. These women were 
so skillful and a delight to 

Filling boxes of candy.

Display of Showley candy products at Panama-
California Exposition, 1915.

Candy display at the exposition, wording on glass case at right 
reads, “We boost for 1915.”
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watch. Showley Brothers was a great 
part of my life.18 

B. Guy Showley became sole proprietor 
of the business in 1924, buying out his 
brother Ray. He became active in the Western 
Confectioners Association, serving as its 
president in 1931-32. In January 1932 the 
organization held its annual convention 
at the Hotel del Coronado with four days 
of business meetings and entertainment, 
including a golf tournament at the San Diego Country Club in Chula Vista and a 
trip to Tijuana for a day at the Agua Caliente racetrack and lunch at Caesar’s. It 
was the middle of the Depression and Showley, in his presidential address, saw a 
silver lining in the rising economic gloom:

Personally, I believe the 
present crisis we are passing 
through is beneficial to us. 
Spiritually and morally it has 
made us better men; taught 
us to think more clearly, 
realizing we have been going 
at a pace which is bound to 
slacken. I believe you will all 
agree that the majority of us 
have not used our thinking 
faculties judiciously. This 
is emphasized by the fact 

that the investments were made without due consideration… I have 
refrained from using the word depression; in fact, it is a word I am 
trying to forget. 

There are many reasons for present business conditions. One 
is that perhaps people are living within their means. They are not 
buying the numerous commodities which are offered them on the 
installment plan, realizing it is 
to their downfall to purchase 
with only their willingness to 
sign on the dotted line. People 
today who are working for the 
same salary as two years ago 
have no cause for complaint 
and should not retard progress 
by being too conservative in 
buying. I will not attempt to 
predict what is in store for 
us this new year; your guess 
would be just as good as 

B. Guy Showley in parade float.

Ray Showley in candy factory office, ca. 1913.

Ladies packing chocolates..
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anybody’s. Conditions will be as we all 
make them… This year of 1932 will be the 
turning point for those who have resolved 
to make it a basic year for future progress.19

The year did prove to be a turning point since 
Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected president and 
inaugurated his sweeping New Deal program of 
government aid programs and reforms. A May 
1933 article reported that Showley was traveling 
to Chicago to meet eleven other leaders of the 
National Confectioners Association to hammer 
out a code of business practices that was intended 
for use by Congress as it reviewed Roosevelt’s 
industrial recovery proposal. “The Roosevelt 
industrial recovery has real teeth in it,” Showley 
was quoted as saying, “and if it becomes a law, 
hundreds of manufacturing concerns throughout 
the land will be protected with codes of practices 
that the government will put into force to protect legitimate manufacturers from 
the unfair competitor.”20 

But the Depression dragged on for another five 
or six years, succeeded by the pre-World War II 
arms buildup and the war itself. Showley went on 
to serve on the executive committee of the National 
Confectioners Association and prospered in the 
war years as demand for candy for the troops 
skyrocketed. Meanwhile, he watched his son Guy 
become a champion teenage golfer, graduate from 
San Diego High School, enter Stanford University, 

join the Navy and 
get married. But the 
company founder 
died April 25, 1944, 
two weeks shy of his 
60th birthday. His son 
Guy returned from 
the war in late-1945, 
and at the age of 25, 
sought advice on 
what to do with the candy company. Circumstances 
were far different from those his father faced at about 
the same age forty years earlier. San Diego was more 
than ten times larger, industrial prospects looked 
shaky (some people worried that the nation would 
slip back into a depression) and the candy business 
needed recapitalization and modernization. In a 1998 
feature in the downtown monthly “D-Town,” Guy 

Brochure for making suckers, Guy R. 
Showley, about age 3, 1923..

B. Guy Showley and son Guy R. 
Showley at home, 1859 Fort Stockton 
Drive, Mission Hills.

B. Guy Showley, May 9,1934, “To punk 
(Guy R. Showley), from Dad,” “A real 
golfer, 50 yrs. old today.”
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Showley recalled the choices before him:

I went up to Oakland to see and talk with a fellow by the name of 
George Merriman, an executive with the Safeway Candy Company,  
to discuss with him whether I should put more money into the 
business or move it to Los Angeles, and the future of the wholesale 
candy business in general. We concluded that we could no longer 
compete with the big candy companies, and that the best thing for 
me to do was to liquidate the business and get into something else, 
rather than to put more money into the factory. It was rumored that 
another candy factory would open up here within a year. But to this 
day it hasn’t happened. I think I made the right decision just the 
same. In 1951 we sold the machinery and rented the building to Rohr 
Aircraft.21 

The physical history of the Showley building adjacent to Petco Park starts 
with a fire that broke out at 
about 5 a.m., January 8, 1924, 
at the Germania Hall location. 
The largest local blaze since 
a Standard Oil bay-front tank 
farm refinery fire in October 
1913, it destroyed the building 
despite the efforts of every 
available fire fighter and piece 
of equipment dispatched to 
the scene. “When the firemen 
arrived, flames were leaping 
from the lower windows in the 

January 8, 1924, fire at Germania Hall that destroyed the candy factory. Five firefighters were injured in the blaze.

Interim factory location on J Street until the new factory was 
completed  within six months.
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south side of the building, which is 
of brick construction with wooden 
floors and partitions,” the newspaper 
account said the same day. Five 
fire fighters were injured and the 
loss was placed at $250,000, with 
insurance covering all but $75,000.22 
Seventy-five employees were laid off 
and thousands of orders could not be 
filled. But the workers were kept on 
part-time hours at regular pay while 
temporary manufacturing facilities 
were secured nearby on J Street; in 
twenty days, production resumed to meet the demands of regular customers. 

The next step was to rebuild and the Showleys hired general contractor Walter 
Trepte to design and construct a new plant, this time at 
the northeast corner of Eighth Avenue and K Street. At 
this time that Ray Showley sold his interest to his brother 
Guy, who took full control of the company. The three-
story, 30,000-square-foot building at 305-307 Eighth 
Avenue was constructed of unreinforced masonry brick 
with a concrete slab on grade on the ground floor, where 
offices were located, maple floors on the upper two 
levels, where the candy was made and stored, and barrel-
vaulted roof. There was no basement. An interior freight 
elevator served the upper floors and a 3,500-square-
foot annex was built later to the north. Large industrial 
steel windows provided plenty of light and natural 
ventilation.23 Stepped roof parapets suggest a Spanish-
eclectic design. 

In an era of simple building code requirements, 
quick inspections and no environmental impact analysis, the building sped 
to completion in fewer than six months for a grand opening July 14, 1924. A 
newspaper description published two days before outlined the amenities for 

workers, including lunch rooms 
and restrooms. The ground floor 
was designed for offices and the 
second and third for the various 
production departments. A 
35mm movie produced soon after 
the new plant opened depicts a 
lively crew pulling taffy, dipping 
chocolates and readying the 
many lines of candy for boxing 
and shipping. An undated 
advertisement promoting 
products made in San Diego 
spoke of modern machinery that 

Invitation to opening of new 
factory, July 14, 1924.

New candy factory at 305-307 Eighth Avenue, designed 
and built by Walter Trepte.

Guy R. Showley, 3, in front of floral displays on opening day of 
the candy factory.
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Showley candy staff in old Germania Hall location, ca. 1915; Ray Showley at far left, back. Sign reads “Try 
Showley Bros. Golden State Pecan Creams.”

Taffy pulling at new factory.

Workers in candy factory handling tools and machines.

Large rolling vats used to polish candy. Candy makers operating marshmallow machine.
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increased production, even as the 
staff increased to 125 on a million-
dollar-plus labor expense:

 Here we have proof of 
the goodness of Showley’s 
candies; and proof that 
the energy and enterprise 
of the Showley Brothers 
have built an industry that 
is important, an industry 
that is rapidly growing, an 
industry that is helping to 
advertise San Diego, for Showley’s candies are extensively sold and 
well and favorably known as far north as Seattle and as far east as 
Denver.24 

In the fall of 1931 a second, two-alarm fire broke out from an overheated 
motor on the second floor and spread to the third, causing an estimated $25,000 
in damage mainly to the hard-candy department.25 The 75-member staff was 
temporarily out of work during mopping-up operations with full production 
predicted to resume in ten days. 

The Historic American Building Survey for the building, prepared as part of 
the Petco Park development, indicates that various other businesses alongside 
Showley’s: Loose-Wiles Biscuit Company, 1934-35; Sunshine Biscuit Company, 

1947-48; Century Floor Coverings, 
Century Distributing Company and 
Century Radio and TV, 1950-59; and 
Robert L. Groff’s wholesale dry goods 
business, 1959-70.

There was a third, minor fire in the 
building in 1950, apparently prompting 
the company’s liquidation in 1951. The 
family sold the building to Charles H. 
Bacon Company in 1960 and the Groffs 
acquired it in 1968.26 By then, most traces 
of the former candy use disappeared. 
The name plate and bear-with-candy-

cane emblems were gone, the brick façade was painted white and the interior 
spaces were rearranged to suit new tenants and users. In 1982 real estate agent 
Linville  Martin and a group of investors bought 
the building for $860,000 from the Groffs and 
converted the upper floors into fifteen live-work 
lofts; they called it the “Candy Factory.”27 This 
proved somewhat of a risky move, since little 
of the downtown redevelopment program had 
produced much in the way of new business and 
construction. 

Loading boxes of candy for shipment..

Wrapping Cluster Ruff candy bars at Germania Hall 
factory location.

Candy company blotter.
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Horton Plaza shopping center in 1982 
was still three years from opening, the 
Gaslamp Quarter was struggling to rise 
above its adult-entertainment reputation 
and voters had just rejected plans for a 
convention center next to the Santa Fe 
Depot.28 New, market-rate housing was 
limited to the Park Row and Marina Park 
low-rise condominium projects around 
Pantoja Park, with sales struggling in 
the face of high mortgage-interest rates 
approaching 18 percent. And new high-
rise office buildings and hotels were 
mostly at the drawing-board stage. 
The warehouse district, then known 
as Centre City East, had attracted a 
number of artists because of the open 
spaces available for rent in former 
warehouses. Typical of one such renter 
was Chris McGirr, who moved into the 
candy factory. The photographer-painter 
declared it “my Givenchy,” because of 
the clear light that aided her work on the 
second floor. 

The first thing I noticed when I moved into my corner space on 
the second floor, was how incredible the light is when the walls are 
solid windows.  Truly a painter’s paradise.  My Givenchy.  It was  the 
bustle of the city out the window, the 
sirens of the fire truck, the architecture, 
construction that made for a perfect 
storm  of artwork. I felt as though I 
had a front row seat to the movement 
of an entire city. I even brought the 
cushions from my furniture out onto the 
fire escape to have even a closer view. 
Everything about the candy factory was 
tailor-made for an artist.  I felt that all I 
had to do was stand there with a brush 
in  my hand, and the candy factory would 
take over and do the rest.29

In the 1990s, the future of Centre City 
East, renamed East Village, was in play as a 
long recession slowed redevelopment activity and planners at the Centre City 
Development Corporation considered various options. John Moores, who had 
acquired the San Diego Padres baseball team in 1994, began speaking of building 
a baseball-only ballpark, perhaps on the Lane Field site at the foot of Broadway, 

Horton Plaza shopping center, approximate location 
of first Showley candy factory, Second Avenue and 
F Street.

Plastic candy wrapper.
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where the minor league Padres had played from 1936 to 1957. A mayoral task force 
considered numerous other locations, including next to Qualcomm Stadium in 
Mission Valley, and eventually endorsed Moores’ ultimate preference just east of 
the Gaslamp Quarter between Seventh and Tenth avenues, south of J Street.  The 
voters added their approval in a 1998 advisory ballot measure. 

But the location meant the potential demolition of several historic structures, 
including the candy factory, and preservationists, who had opposed the ballot 
measure, threatened to sue until they worked out a settlement agreement in 1999 
to save or incorporate several historic buildings, including the candy factory, in the 
new development.30 The city bought the land and building through condemnation 
at a cost of $3.4 million and deeded it to Moores and the San Diego Padres in 
2006 at no cost in recognition of their responsibility for moving and restoring the 
building.31

While most of the historic resources were to stay in place, the candy factory 
stood in the path of the proposed three-acre Park at the Park green space and 
other planned commercial improvements. It was first proposed to be relocated 
to the northwest corner of the ballpark project one block west at Seventh and K, 
but in 2003, ballpark planners selected a site one block east at Ninth and K.32 On 
September 22, 2003, Whillock Contracting Company began the 280-foot slide east, 
taking six and a half hours over two days and costing approximately $3 million. 
Before the move, a new foundation had to be readied at the new location and the 
building had to be separated from its foundation. It was then lifted up by hydraulic 
jacks and set onto 72 mobile dollies that were connected to a new steel framework 
and electronically linked so that they all moved in unison at the rate of about 10 
feet per hour. 

Mayor Dick Murphy signaled the start with a ceremonial breaking of a bottle 

Moving candy factory building 280 feet from Eighth to Ninth avenues along K Street,  September 2003, photo 
courtesy Heritage Architecture & Planning.
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Showley Bros. Candy Factory at Petco Park prior to restoration, May 2006.

Interior construction by TSA Contracting Inc.; upper left, recreated shield depicting a California grizzly holding 
a candy cane; bottom left and right, workers attaching shield to building, July 2007.
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of chocolate milk against one of the walls, declaring, “Today we save a 20th 
century landmark and we begin to create a 21st century landmark, the Park at 
the Park.”33 David Marshall, principal of Heritage Architecture and Planning, 
provided historic preservation consultation on the building’s move and restoration, 
and commented that the relocation set a record for the heaviest building ever 
moved in the United States. “This is one of the more attractive [downtown San 
Diego] warehouse buildings,” Marshall said: “Its integrity is definitely one of the 
better ones with many of its windows intact. With the removal of the paint and 
reintroduction of the missing elements, you’ll be able to hold an eighty-year-old 
photo in your hand and look at the restored building and not ever know it was 
moved.”34

After the move, the building sat gutted and unchanged as the Padres began 
playing at Petco Park in 2004; condominium towers, office buildings and hotels 
rose arose around it. Then in 2006, restoration by TSA Contracting Inc. began in 
earnest. The building’s white exterior was sandblasted away to reveal the original 
red brick look, the structure was seismically strengthened with an inner steel 
frame, and the upper wood floors were covered in concrete. During the week 
of July 15, 2007, almost exactly 83 years after the building’s grand opening on 
July 14, 1924, letters spelling out “Showley Bros Candy Factory” reappeared near 
the parapet, alongside reattached replicas of the original emblems depicting a 
California grizzly holding a candy cane.

Total project cost, from acquisition through relocation to restoration, amounted 
to approximately $13 million, or about $433 per square foot, roughly the rate 
charged to buy top-quality office buildings in the downtown area in 2007.35 Bob 
McMakin, project manager for Moores’ JMI Realty, responsible for ballpark 
district development, pronounced the restoration highly satisfactory. “We’re very 
excited about the way it adds a historic flavor to the ballpark,” he said, “and we’re 
thrilled.”36 

Some critics might scoff at the extraordinary measures taken to preserve 
the Showley Brothers Candy Factory building and other historic structures 
surrounding Petco Park. The original businesses occupying them are long gone 
and only certain nonconformist businesses tend to occupy in old, quirky spaces, 
historically adapted to modern needs. But in the history of any city, it is the mix of 
the old and new that lends a sense of historical continuity to a place, signaling to 
visitors and residents alike that something came before and something new is on 
the horizon. 

Preserving the historic, physical fabric of a building, even if it has to be moved, 
certainly is preferable to a reconstruction or a replica. That there was room in the 
billion-dollar ballpark district to save a modest brick building where five-cent 
Cluster Ruffs were made is also a tribute to the daring young men and women 
who moved to San Diego decades before to pursue their own dreams and, in the 
course of their careers, help build the city. Perhaps the same preservation instincts 
will surface a century from now, if “progress” threatens a building built for utility 
today but full of history tomorrow.
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NOTES 

 1. San Diego City and County Directory, 1900.

 The primary sources consulted include a scrapbook with thirty-seven pages of clippings, photos 2. 
and miscellaneous ephemera spanning the period roughly from 1905 to 1940 (with few exceptions, the 
publications and dates are not visible); several dozen photos; several recipe and ingredient notebooks; 
a wage ledger, 1906-8; and a profit and loss summary notebook, 1905-1944. 

 Showley family genealogy prepared by Harlin L. Showley, July 27, 1952. The 1860 census page for 3. 
Jacob Showley and 1880 census page for Samuel Showley give Switzerland as their birthplaces, while 
other Ancestry.com references list Basel, Ohio, which may be a misinterpretation of Basel, Switzerland. 
There is place called Showley Hall Farm in Blackburn, Lancashire, England. Ancestry.com includes 
several English names, the earliest being William Showley, 65, of St. Giles Camberwell in Surrey. There 
also is an index listing “Soley (?, Showley or Sawley)” in the Yorkshire Parish Records, 1600-1747.

 An undated public sale of Samuel Showley’s personal property, signed by son Daniel, speaks of 4. 
a residence six miles south and four miles west of Rochester, Indiana, including various livestock, 
farming utensils, household goods and furniture and “several stands of bees, corn in the crib, hay in 
the mow.” Buyers for $3 or more worth of goods were offered credit of one year.

 The trip seems to have taken several weeks, implying that the young men drove rather than took a 5. 
train west; the image of an open-air car on the postcard lends credence to that presumption.

 Jean C. and Wendell C. Tombaugh, “Fulton County Indiana Obituaries, 1914,6.  Rochester Sentinel,” 
http://www.fulco.lib.in.us/Tombaugh/Obituaries/Html/1914.htm (accessed July 21, 2007). Rochester, 
Fulton County, Indiana, obituaries for 1914 indicate Catherine Showley died  March 2. 1914, “a few 
months after” her husband Daniel’s death, October 6, 1913. 

 Stover had no known connections to Russell Stover, who founded a chocolate company in Denver 7. 
in 1923. “Who’s Who in the Candy Industry: B.G. Showley,” Manufacturing Confectioner, November 
1935.

 George W. Stover obituary, 8. San Diego Union, May 21, 1943, 4; May 23, 1943, B-7l. Stover’s survivors 
were his wife, Olive, sons, George A. of St. Louis and John B. (no city cited) and daughter Lettie Tice of 
National City.

 The 1910 census lists Swedish-born Kruse, 33, as a confectionery proprietor and his brother Louie 9. 
S. Kruse, 20, as a salesman in the business.

 Rick Crawford, “The History of the Showley Brothers Candy Company,” 10. Historic Report for 
Historical Site Designation (1982), 1.

 Only Otis Earl Showley, 21, was listed in the 1908 11. City Directory and shown as working at the 
Westbrook & Showley ice cream plant at 830 C Street.

 A newspaper article on tree trunk damage to sidewalks included a photo of Guy Showley 12. 
standing over a thick trunk encroaching onto his curb. San Diego Union, May 16, 1943.

 “Showley Bros. Wholesale Confectioners,” 13. The San Diego Union, January 1, 1910, 4-2.

 Crawford, “The History of the Showley Brothers Candy Company,” 2.14. 

 Arthur Ribbel, “The Swordsman Won; It Was a Standoff in Candy Bars,” 15. San Diego Union, 
February 19, 1984, G-2

 Unfortunately, the candy makers’ notebooks generally list only the ingredients and lack detailed 16. 
instructions on preparation and cooking. It is impossible to accurately recreate the candies without 
an independent knowledge of candy making. It is all the more challenging given the fact that the 
ingredients are expressed in industrial-sized quantities, far larger than the typical home kitchen cook 
would ever need.

 “Children Frolic on ‘Candy Day’ as Expo Feature,” publication unidentified, October 13, 1935, 17. 
Showley family scrapbook; “Candy Day at Exposition,” no date or publication identified, Showley 
family scrapbook.

 Letter from Dorothy Kruger to Roger Showley, November 1998, in response to his October 25, 18. 
1998, story in the San Diego Union-Tribune, “Preserving Sweet History,” H-1.
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 B. Guy Showley, “Western Confectioners Size Up the Situation,” January 26, 1932, publication 19. 
unidentified.

 “Showley Called East to Present Business Plans,” unidentified publication and date but probably 20. 
sometime in the week prior to the May 25, 1933, Chicago meeting.

 Gino Lizardi, “The East Village Candy Factory,” 21. D-Town, August 1998. Guy turned to 
construction-related businesses, including home building, and retired in the 1980s as an executive 
with Industrial Asphalt, then a subsidiary of Gulf Oil Company.

 Newspaper account, January 8, 1924, Showley collection; Crawford, “The History of the Showley 22. 
Brothers Candy Company,” 2.

 Crawford, “The History of the Showley Brothers Candy Company,” 3; Milford Wayne Donaldson, 23. 
FAIA, Short Format Historic American Building Survey, Showley Brothers Candy Factory, prepared for the 
City of San Diego, 2003.

 “Spend What You Spend in San Diego” advertisement, undated, publication unknown, Showley 24. 
collection.

 Crawford dates the fire as fall of 1930, but an undated news report in the family scrapbook  25. 
indicates the fire occurred a year later because there is a reference to the 1924 fire as having occurred 
seven years previously. Crawford, “The History of the Showley Brothers Candy Company.”

 Bob Groff, interviewed by author, September 8, 2003.26. 

 “Downtown Bulletins,” 27. The San Diego Union, January 10, 1982, F-6.

 28. The concept of the Horton Plaza shopping center began to take shape in 1972, when the city 
approved a 15-block Horton Plaza redevelopment plan.

 The other historic structures that were to be retained in the ballpark district included the 29. 
Western Metal Supply Building, incorporated into the left field grandstand; the Kvass Building façade 
incorporated into Bosa Development’s The Legend condominium tower to the west; Schiefer & Sons 
Building and T.R. Produce (Wellman-Peck) Building  retained on the north; and San Diego Gas & 
Electric’s Station A, (whose bricks had been saved during demolition but were somehow lost), also 
incorporated into the Bosa tower. For a critical review of the deal, see Suzy Hagstrom, “A Ton of Bricks 
and Ten Pounds of Baloney, San Diego Reader, October 7, 1999.

 Christine McGirr, “The Magic of the Candy Factory,” self-published, September 2007.30. 

 David Allsbrook, Centre City Development Corp., July 11, 2007.31. 

 Historical Resources Board, February 12, 2003; Centre City Development Corp., February 6, 2003.32. 

 Jonathan Heller, “How Sweet It Is! Historic Candy Factory Off on Landmark Haul,” 33. San Diego 
Union-Tribune, September 23, 2003, B-1. Originally planned as  a three-day “trip,” the move was 
completed in two with no mishaps. San Diego Union-Tribune, September 24, 2003, B-2.

 David Marshall, interviewed by author, July 11, 2007.34. 

 Tenants for the building had not yet been identified by the time of the building’s restoration in 35. 
September 2007.

 Bob McMakin, interviewed by author, July 11, 2007.36. 
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